
 

 

 

 

GRAND MASTER  
Murrumba Downs 

Pounda 
 

0432 031 588  RELIGIOUS ADVISER  
Petrie 

Chunda 
 

0403 246 872 

ASSISTANT RA 
Kallangur 

Cheesecake 
 

0432 386 147 HASH HABERDASH 
Beachmere 

Kuntree Girl 
 

0402 093 654 

HASH CASH 
Arana Hills 

Boxy 0448 841 912 HASH TRASH & FLASH 
Windsor 

Semen Stains & 
Christopher Cum Semen 

0412 276 625 

HARE RAISER 
Brighton 

Smooth Ride 0422 805 565 HASH ELDER 
Chermside 

To & From 
 

0409 765 162 

HASH BOOZE 
Beachmere 

FIGJAM 0408 993 099 SONG MISTRESS 
Aspley 

Flower 0408 706 641 

Your committee are located throughout the northern suburbs.  We are more than happy to take delivery 

of, or collect, the plates and cutlery if the holder can’t make it to the next run.   

 

A large group of hashers gathered at Overproof’s and Heart Starters after they came to the rescue when the 
scheduled Hare double booked. The stand in Hash Trash went on the walk tonight due to ongoing medical 
reasons and we were set off on a trail that took us straight through the carpark of a drinking establishment 
within the first 300m and no sign of a drink for the hard work of the walk so far. We crossed with the runners a 
few times and were led on a nice gentle trail of 5km with the Hare in tow to ensure that no one got lost. It 
seems that the runners are wearing thin these days with at least 3 usual runners going on the walk due to 
injuries of some sort.  
Once everyone was back at the bucket and Heart Starter had served up an entrée of fresh cooked bread and 
tomato soup, Hash Cash Boxy called the run count and the GM then called the circle and summoned the hare’s 
Overproof and Heart Starter to face the music. 
 
 

It is a truth universally acknowledged that the hash trash never lies. What you are about to read either has happened, 

is happening now, or will happen at some time in the future. Or nearly, anyway. 

BRISBANE NORTHSIDE 

HASH HOUSE HARRIERS 

Website: www.bnh3.yolasite.com 
Email: brisbanenorthsidehhh@hotmail.com 

HASH TRASH 

Welcome to Kallangur, where shoes and teeth are optional. 

Lucky we were nowhere near that part of Kallangur. 

RUN NO: 2065  DATE: 22/1/2018  HARE: Overproof & Heart Starter LOCATION:Kallangur 

http://www.bnh3.yolasite.com/
mailto:brisbanenorthsidehhh@hotmail.com


The Run Report as told by Cheesecake: 
 
Cheesecake said that it was long, flat, well sort of and that it was long enough. It was well marked with a good 
few regroups and that he would give it a score of 10 out of 11,000. RA Chunda stepped in though and took 6 
points off because he did the walk on the runner’s trail. I don’t know where he was going with this but seen as 
how the RA is always right the revised score stood. 
Score:  4/11,000 
 
The Walk Report as told by Vampire: 
 
Vampire was called upon to give the walk report and said that it was well marked and that is was the perfect 
length. Ned had to remind Vampire that she was giving a walk report and not to get off the topic. She said that 
she couldn’t fault it. 
Score:  1/1,000 
 
The Letterbox Walk Report as told by Smoothride: 
 
Smoothride said that it went sooooo quickly and that she didn’t know if she got the ultimate satisfaction out of 
it or not but it was pretty good and she was happy enough. It is apparently the best she can get at the moment. 
(her words not mine) 
Score:  4/10 
 
The Security Report: - No Security report was given tonight. 
 
Total score of 19/12,010. 
 
“Sing a song of six checks, a pocket full of flower….” 
 
HASH RELIGIOUS ARTICLES 
 
Large Appendage: Still missing in action with Pick Pocket. 
 
Small Appendage: This was returned by Pith Head and awarded it to Scrubber for his ability to recognise 
Flower from behind while she was bending over in the car. 
“On top of Mt Jihad, a young Taliban….” 
 
Scrubber Shirt: Thunderbox still has this and was missing in action. 
 
Brush (Vagina): Mammary Stick had this and she gave it to Scrubber for having a birthday the other day and 
whinging that he was 30. Get some time up Scrubber. 
“Here’s to brother hasher….” 
 
Paddle (Penis Sizer): Night Owl had this and awarded it to Generic for suggesting that Night Owl put both 
vegemite and peanut butter on the same piece of bread. This was almost reversed charged but seen as how 
Night Owl has now held the paddle for 3 weeks is was decided by the GM that he would let this below par 
attempt sneak through.  
“Her right tit hangs over her shoulder…” 
 
Milestone Runs: - Nil 
 
Returnees: - Scrubber. 
 
Visitors: - Nil 
 
 
 
 



 
CHARGES: 
 
G-Spot had a charge for Nighty (Night Owl). They must be friends. Night Owl didn’t wear a Hash shirt on the 
run, but put one on once she got back. She said that she was told by Shreddar that she didn’t have to wear one 
on the run. Shreddar was called out to join Night Owl for giving her false information. This had a detrimental 
effect for the GM though, as we all know that when one Shreddar/Pounda drinks, all Pounda/Shreddar drink. 
“There’s a game could twenty toes….” 
 
Shreddar had a charge for Boxy and said that he needs a lobotomy, or was that a reverse lobotomy. After 
collecting all of the run fees for the night, Hash Cash Boxy packed up and moved away to enjoy the night before 
RA Chunda called him back to give the run count. So he was found guilty of dereliction of duties and sentenced 
to a down down for his sins. 
“Has anybody seen his cock….” 
 
The GM then asked if there were any other charges but the floor was silent. After a short pause, Ten Fingers 
was called out. When there are no more charges and still down downs then Ten Fingers is our man. 
“Why was he born so beautiful….” 
 
FIGJAM then charged Mammary Stick. When FIGJAM got back from the run he found a Hashers bag with a shirt 
on it on the ground and doing the right thing he went to hand it to Mammary Stick. She reacted by saying “I 
don’t want that shit, don’t put it on me”. She changed her tune though when told that the bag belonged to 
Ned. 
“She’s a Harriette and she’s alright….” 
 
The GM then called out Cheesecake and Wet Spot for birthdays. Wet Spot was last Tuesday and Cheesecake 
was on tonight’s Hash. Dedication there Cheesecake coming to Hash on your birthday. But then again, you’ve 
had so many of them it would just be another day now. 
“Happy birthday to you….” 
 
Cheesecake then called G Spot out for the last down down as he became a grandfather this week. Grandma 
already had a drink for her birthday so it was grandads turn now. 
“He’s the meanest, he sucks a horse’s penis….” 
 
HASH NAME: 
 
The GM forgot this again as the usual Hash Trash was not there to remind him. 
 
ANNOUNCEMENTS: 
 
BNH3 Mismanagement Committee meeting was held on the 20th January. The following items came out of the 
meeting. 
 

1. This year’s AGPU will be at the Spots house at 109b Todds Rd Lawton on the 16th March at 5.30pm for a 
6pm run. There will be plenty of space for those that want to camp out for the night. 

2. The BNH3 40th will be coming up some time in 2019 and seen as how we would like to start planning for 
this as soon as possible we are calling for volunteers to form a sub-committee to help organise this. Please 
see Pounda if you would like to be on this sub-committee and have a massive input into this event. 

3. A reminder that the allowance for the Kai on a Hash night is $110. You will only be reimbursed for this 
amount with receipts. Unless there are special circumstances this will be the maximum amount. 

4. Run charge for a Hash night is $10 regardless of whether you decide not to eat or drink on the night. The 
only exception are those Hashers that are registered with the Hash Cash as being non-drinkers, and if that 
is the case then it remains extant for the entire year.  

5. End of the night roadie. To be fair to the club, please ensure that if you wish to take a roadie then please 
only take one. 

 
 

 



 
 
 
 
NEXT WEEK’S RUN #2064 
 
  Picaninni – 9 Pinnata Ct, Everton Hills. 
 
   

 

PHOTOS 

  



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
The Evidence 

 
 
 

  
Tonight’s Map. Grand Dad G Spot. 

 

 

 

Scrubber cleaning in the night awards. Our Hare’s Overproof and Heart Starter. 

 



 


